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Abstract

The novel coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic is rapidly advancing across the globe despite drastic public and personal health measures. Antivirals and nutritional supplements have been proposed as potentially useful against SARS-CoV-2 (virus that causes COVID-19), but few have been clinically established. Lactoferrin (Lf) is a naturally occurring and non-toxic glycoprotein that is orally available as a nutritional supplement and has established \textit{in vitro} anti-viral efficacy against a wide range of virus including SARS-CoV, a closely related corona virus to SARS-CoV-2 (virus that causes COVID-19). Furthermore, Lf possesses unique immunomodulatory and anti-inflammatory effects that may be especially relevant to the pathophysiology of severe COVID-19 cases. We review the underlying biological mechanisms of Lf as antiviral and immune regulator, and propose its unique potential as a preventative and adjunct treatment for COVID-19. We hope that further research and development of Lf nutritional supplementation would establish its role for COVID-19.

1. Introduction

Since its initial reported outbreak in late 2019 (Zhu et al., 2020), corona virus 2019 (COVID-19) has exploded from a few people suffering from a respiratory disease in the Chinese city of Wuhan to a surging pandemic affecting hundreds of thousands around the globe. Current methods of pandemic control are confined only to public containment and private hygiene measures, while there are yet no established antiviral treatments and vaccine development may take as long as 18 months away (Kuchler et al., 2020).

Lactoferrin (Lf) is a naturally occurring and non-toxic glycoprotein that has been studied against a broad range of viruses including SARS-CoV, which is closely related to SARS-CoV-2 that causes COVID-19 (Chen et al., 2020). Furthermore, it has immunomodulatory and anti-inflammatory characteristics which can positively modify host responses to infections (Legrand et al., 2006). Lf is available as an oral supplement, and studies suggest that supplemental Lf may treat or prevent a host of microbial infections (Bruni et al., 2016). Here we examine the antiviral properties and immunomodulatory mechanisms of Lf within the context of its potential applications against SARS-CoV-2 and propose the possibility of supplemental Lf as a potential preventative and adjunct treatment for COVID-19, a condition whose pathophysiology involves both viral infection and an excessive host response (Fung et al., 2020).

2. Lactoferrin

Lactoferrin (Lf) is a highly conserved pleiotropic iron-binding glycoprotein of the transferrin family that is expressed and secreted by glandular cells and found in most body fluids (Levay & Viljoen, 1995). It appears in especially high concentrations in mammalian milk and was first identified in bovine milk (Soerensen, M,
1939) and subsequently isolated from human milk (Johanson et al., 1960). It has been found to be a 80-kDa glycoprotein containing 703 amino acid residues, and its primary structure has been well characterized (Jolles et al., 1984).

Since its discovery, Lf and its related peptides are mainly considered to be important non-specific host defense molecules against a variety of pathogens including a spectrum of viruses (Bruni et al., 2016). More recently, Lf’s anti-inflammatory and immunomodulatory role has captured increasing scientific interest, since it appears to be able to moderate host response to infections and has the dual ability to stimulate the immune system to counteract pathogenic invasion while simultaneously preventing harmful host immune and inflammatory responses.

2.1 Lf as a broad-spectrum antiviral agent

The antiviral activity of Lf was first demonstrated in mice infected with the polycythemia inducing strain of the Friend virus complex in 1980s (Lu et al., 1987). Since the 1990s, the list of Lf susceptible pathogenic human viruses found to be inhibited by Lf have expanded to include naked and enveloped viruses, DNA and RNA viruses: cytomegalovirus, herpes simplex virus, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), rotavirus, poliovirus, respiratory syncytial virus, hepatitis B and C (HCV) viruses, parainfluenza virus, alphavirus, hantavirus, human papillomavirus, adenovirus, enterovirus 71, echovirus 6, influenza A virus, and Japanese encephalitis virus, with the in vitro EC$_{50}$ (effective concentration) of Lf’s generally to be in the micromolar range against the viruses (Ng et al., 2015)(Wakabayashi et al., 2014). Particularly relevant to our review is the ability of Lf to inhibit pseudotyped SARS-CoV with a 50% inhibitory concentration (IC$_{50}$) of 0.7μM (Lang et al., 2011) since it is the human coronavirus that is most closely related with SARS-CoV-2 which causes COVID-19.

The ability of Lf to inhibit viral entry may be via binding to cell surface molecules or viral particles or both. Current research has revealed that viral entry is a highly complex process that involves cell surface molecules (Spear, 2004), with virus attachment followed by binding to a high-affinity cell surface receptor to initiate cell entry (Sapp & Bienkowska-Haba, 2009). Heparan sulfate proteoglycans (HSPGs) have been identified as initial adhesion molecules for a number of viruses to increase their concentration at the cell surface and improve their odds of binding a more specific entry receptor and studies demonstrate Lf’s role in preventing viral entry by binding to HSPG’s (Andersen et al., 2004). Lf can also bind directly to virus particles as in HCV to divert them from target cells (Nozaki et al., 2003).

Besides reducing viral entry, Lf can also suppresses virus replication after the virus enters the cell as in the case of HIV (Puddu et al., 1998). Thereafter, Lf can also exert an indirect antiviral effects on immune cells that play a crucial role in the early stages of viral infections.

In human oral supplementation studies against pathologic viruses, Lf given in the range of 100-1000mg per day in humans was found to reduce the incidences of colds (Vitetta et al., 2013), and cold-like symptoms (Oda et al., 2012), as well as ameliorate rotaviral gastroenteritis (Egashira et al., 2007). In HCV patients, a randomized control study involving 111 patients receiving Lf vs. no Lf along with standard anti-HCV drugs demonstrated significant decrease of HCV viral titer and sustained virologic response in the Lf group (Kaito et al., 2007).

2.2 Lf as an immunomodulatory and anti-inflammatory agent

Lf is a unique multifunctional moiety which is not only a broad-spectrum antiviral, but has immunomodulatory (Siqueiros-Cendón et al., 2014) and anti-inflammatory (Baveye et al., 1999) actions that may play a role in the pathophysiology of severe infections. The key immunomodulatory role of this protein stems from its unique potential to maintain immune and physiological homeostasis and limit tissue damage by modulation of cytokines, chemokines, and cell surface receptors involved in cascades of signaling pathways (Actor et al., 2009). The myriad of biological pathways of control and feedback interactions with Lf has been extensively reviewed (Kruzel et al., 2017). Specific examples of Lf’s balancing and restorative role is perhaps illustrated in the context of systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS) which describes the complex physiologic
response to severe insults such as sepsis as defined by a consensus conference in 1991 (Bone et al., 1992). An updated and overlapping concept of 'cytokine storm' similarly reflects hyper-induction of inflammatory responses resulting from unchecked immune activation (Behrens & Koretzky, 2017), which Kruzel's group and others have proposed Lf might treat (Actor et al., 2009).

Injection of lipopolysaccharide (LPS) into animals reproduces the pathophysiologic changes induced by bacteria, and it is considered a standard model for sepsis. Using this model, it was demonstrated that Lf treatment reduced or eliminated many biological reactions normally seen upon LPS administration in a dose dependent manner (Kruzel et al., 2010), and in an earlier study, a single dose of lactoferrin before LPS injection reduced the mortality of mice to 16.7% from 83.3% in controls (Kruzel et al., 2000).

Given promising laboratory and animal studies, Lf has been investigated in a number of clinical settings against sepsis. Recently, a meta-analysis of 10 randomized controlled trials involving 3,679 infants concluded that Lf reduces late onset sepsis in pre-term infants (Razak & Hussain, 2019). Separately, a human recombinant Lf talactoferrin was studied in a phase 2 clinical trial to assess outcome in severe sepsis and found a 12.5% reduction in all cause mortality in those treated (Guntupalli et al., 2013), but the results were regrettably not replicated in a follow-up phase 2/3 trial (Vincent et al., 2015).

2.3 LF as potential preventative and treatment of COVID-19

Lf has been found to experimentally inhibit viral entry via binding to host cell surface HSPGs in murine coronavirus (de Haan et al., 2005), and human coronaviruses hCOV-NL63 (Milewska et al., 2014) and pseudotyped SARS-CoV (Lang et al., 2011). There are as yet no published studies on Lf effects on SARS-CoV-2 and its entry into host cells. Nevertheless, given the currently accepted ‘viral surfing’ model for the role of cell surface HSPGs (Burckhardt & Greber, 2009), that the invading virion particles ‘surf’ from low affinity HSPG anchoring sites to high affinity entry receptors in an invasion, together with the homology of SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 spike protein structures, as well as both viruses depending on the same ACE2 receptor for cell entry (Hoffmann et al., 2020), we feel safe to postulate a similar mechanism whereby HSPGs serve as SARS-CoV-2 attachment sites that congregate the virus on the cell surface and facilitate specific entry receptors such as ACE2. It is thus likely that Lf can inhibit SARS-CoV-2 invasion at micromolar concentrations and in a dose dependent manner just as in the case of SARS-CoV (Lang et al., 2011).

Another major aspect of Lf bioactivity relates to its immunomodulatory and anti-inflammatory functions. In the case of viral infections in particular, it is often the magnitude of immune response and inflammation which contributes to disease severity, and this is particularly relevant for COVID-19.

Current thinking suggests that mortality from COVID-19 is not simply due to viral infection but is a result of a cytokine storm syndrome in select patients associated with hyper-inflammation leading to acute respiratory distress and subsequent mortality (Mehta et al., 2020). A cytokine profile in severe COVID-19 cases is characterized by increases in cytokines and acute phase reactants such as interleukin IL-6, tumor necrosis factor-α (TNFα) and ferritin. In this regard, Lf is demonstrated to reduce IL-6, TNFα (Zimecki et al., 1998), and downregulate ferritin (Rosa et al., 2017) in experimental settings simulating sepsis. If the hypothesis that Lf can modulate an overactive immune and inflammatory response to viral infection is correct, then Lf could be a candidate adjunct treatment for more severe cases of COVID-19.

3. Discussion

Lf can be recombinant or naturally derived from bovine or mammalian sources, and is considered by the FDA as ‘generally regarded to be safe’ (GRAS) with no contraindications. It is widely used as a nutritional additive in infant formulas and clinical studies employed Lf doses ranging from 100 mg to 4.5g a day for various indications without apparent toxicities. Newer formulations of Lf including encapsulation and liposomalization have been explored (Ishikado et al., 2005), and Lf derivatives and related peptides such as lactoferricin and lactoferrampin with more potent antiviral properties are being explored and developed (Bruni et al., 2016).
One observation regarding the clinical epidemiology of the current COVID-19 pandemic that may be relevant to LF was the relatively low incidence of the infection in children. Indeed, it has been reported that the incidence of COVID-19 in children aged 0-10 was only 0.9% in the Chinese cases reported (Hong et al., 2020). COVID-19 cases were rarer still in neonates and infants with a total of only 9 infected and hospitalized cases in China between December 8 2019 and February 6 2020 out of a total 31,211 reported cases nationwide (Wei et al., 2020). Moreover the course in infants was mild even upon infection with none of the 9 reported cases above requiring ICU stay or ventilation support, with infection rarely progressing to lower respiratory tract infections (Hong et al., 2020). We postulate that breast feeding or wide use of LF containing infant formula in this population may account for the above observation (Chang & Sun, 2020) but this remains to be validated.

Another interesting observation is that zinc saturated lactoferrin can apparently exert a more potent antiviral effect. In experiments with polio virus, it was observed that only zinc lactoferrin, and not iron inhibited viral infection when incubated with the cells after viral attachment, and the inhibition directly correlated with the degree of zinc saturation (Marchetti et al., 1999). This is of particular relevance in COVID-19 as zinc supplementation has been proposed as a possible supplemental intervention for the disease (Zhang & Liu, 2020).

As there is currently neither established treatment regimen for COVID-19 nor established preventative for SARS-CoV-2, one can contemplate the use of LF both as a non-toxic health supplement to prevent as well as an adjunct treatment for those who have developed COVID-19. Its successful combined use to enhance conventional antiviral drug treatment in viral disease has been demonstrated against HCV (Kaito et al., 2007) and its potential to reduce mortality due to cytokine induced inflammation and respiratory failure in severe COVID-19 is also suggested by laboratory, animal and clinical studies.

4. Conclusion

Much progress has been achieved to elucidate the multifaceted function of lactoferrin (Lf) in the past 30 years as an antiviral as well as a unique anti-inflammatory and immunomodulatory molecule. We have presented the experimental as well as clinical rationale for its use for COVID-19, but further experiments to verify its inhibition of the virus and clinical trials to elucidate dosage and efficacy are necessary to confirm the potential of LF for SARS-CoV-2 prevention as well as COVID-19 treatment.
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